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a. for example, you can cancel your application form submitted on 1.10.2012 as you submitted your application form on 1.2012. the status of your application will be displayed as submitted along with the date
and time when you submitted the form. a button labeled cancel your submitted application form will also be shown. on clicking this button, an otp will be sent to registered mobile number (this is to prevent

accidental cancelation of your application). after entering the otp correctly on the portal, your submitted application will be canceled and status of the application will be changed to canceled. an email and sms
will also be sent to registered email address and registered mobile number respectively informing you about the cancelation of your application. your application submission code will no longer be valid, and no

information provided by you in the canceled application will be visible to kvs. in effect, your application will not be considered by kvs any more for admission. b. however, you can not cancel your application
form submitted on 1.10.2012 but you submitted your application form on 1.2012. the status of your application will be displayed as in progress along with the date and time when you submitted the form. a

button labeled cancel your submitted application form will also be shown. on clicking this button, an otp will be sent to registered mobile number (this is to prevent accidental cancelation of your application).
after entering the otp correctly on the portal, your submitted application will be canceled and status of the application will be changed to canceled. an email and sms will also be sent to registered email address
and registered mobile number respectively informing you about the cancelation of your application. your application submission code will no longer be valid, and no information provided by you in the canceled

application will be visible to kvs. in effect, your application will not be considered by kvs any more for admission.
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form i-9 is not a contract of
employment. a u.s. employer

must determine the eligibility of
an individual to work in the

united states based on all of the
information presented in form

i-9. an employee cannot accept
work without first establishing u.

eligibility. you must complete
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form i-9 if you are applying for
employment as a domestic

worker, agricultural worker, or in
a temporary or seasonal
agricultural employment

(including work on a farm or in a
related occupation). if an

employer verifies employment
eligibility by examining form i-9,
the employer must ensure that
the individual is lawfully present
in the united states and that the
individual's entry is documented.
the form i-9 must be completed

by each individual who is
employed. the individual will sign

form i-9 in the presence of a
federal government officer who
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is authorized to conduct the
examination. the form i-9 is valid

for one year from the date of
issuance. a copy of form i-9 must
be retained by the individual, the

employer, and federal
government offices. the form i-9
also provides instructions and a
checklist for the employer. the

form i-9 is only valid for the
individual for whom it is

completed. it does not grant
employment authorization for

any other individual. the form i-9
is not a contract of employment.
an employer is required to verify
the employment eligibility of an

individual based on all of the
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information presented in form
i-9. if an employer verifies
employment eligibility by
examining form i-9, the

employer must ensure that the
individual is lawfully present in
the united states and that the

individual's entry is documented.
the following individuals are not

eligible to work in the united
states: 5ec8ef588b
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